
THE OPENING CEREMONY
LAL ACAR, EGE ÇAN

The Hisar JMUN’21 opening ceremony was held yesterday. The ceremony

started with an introduction from Ece Doğramacı (President of the

General Assembly), Erin Güneri and Lara Nahçıvan (Madame Secretaries-

General) about this year’s program. It also included a speech from the

esteemed guest and the keynote speaker, Zohreh Tabatabai.

Ms. Tabatabai is a respected political figure who has spent many valuable

years of her life working in the United Nations. During the beginning of

her career in the UN she was a delegate of Iran. Her main purpose and

work was towards extending the UN’s visibility and effectiveness across a

broad range of initiatives. She was also an important voice in the

establishment of gender equality within the UN. After leaving the UN, Ms.

Tabatabai spent nearly 10 years in the position of Director of

Communication and Public Information in the International Labor

Organization. During her time there, she made efforts to expand the 
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organization and made significant change. While working in the ILO, Ms. Tabatabai also served as Chair of

the United Nations’ Communication Group and founded The UN Communication Network. Aside from

these, she also has a spot as a board member in multiple non-governmental organizations, non-profitable

institutions and charitable foundations. 

 

In her speech, Ms. Tabatabai talked about the importance of “the parliament of the world” and her

experiences of forming organizations. She gave a beautiful and inspiring speech about her coming to

work for the UN, how different the world used to be and the impressions the UN left on her. She stated

that the world has come a long day from the time she started working at the UN. She also told us how

lucky she is because she started her career just when the Iranian government was accepting womens’

rights. She said that it played a big role in her getting accepted into the UN.

It was inspiring to hear about how her life changed marginally after joining the United Nations. She

encouraged students to learn more about the UN and cheered on the ones that wanted to work for the

organization in the future. In her speech, she told us to “always be ourselves”, “make connections” and

most importantly “make yourself visible” Ms. Tabatabai’s story was relatable and it was apparent to all of

us that she worked hard to get where she is today. She mentioned that she has faith in the youth, and is

definitely sure that us, the generation Z, can make a change in the future. We want to thank her for

believing in us and our vision. I’m sure many others agree when I say it was as if my ambition and

resolution were restored.

Interview with the PGA (Ece Doğramacı), VP of the
Advisory Panel (Kerim Williems), DC of the
Disarmament Committee (Selin Edil) 
BEGÜM BULGURLUOĞLU

How long have you been doing MUN?

Ece Doğramacı: I started JMUN in sixth year as an admin in the Advisory Panel at Hisar JMUN. Next year, I

attended the same committee as a delegate and I have been doing MUN ever since. 

Kerim Williems: I have been doing MUN since fourth grade. I signed off as an admin in fourth grade and

then I gradually worked my way up. 

Selin Edil: I’ve been in MUN since middle school, 5th grade. I started as an admin and now I am a Deputy

Chair.

Why did you choose to start MUN? What is special about it?

ED: When I first applied as an admin in JMUN, I thought that fancy dressing and the English speaking

environment was interesting. After becoming an admin, I realized that the delegates had much more fun

than the admins did and got jealous of them. I found the debate environment fascinating and looked up to

my chairs. Next year, I continued MUN with the intention of becoming a delegate, and that was what I

became.

KW: At first I really didn’t know what kind of experience it was, I really started to get more of a taste of it

when I became a delegate in like around six grade
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What is your favorite part of JMUN?

ED: It’s definitely the friendships I made during the conferences. From my very first middle school

conferences to the huge international MUNs I have been attending as a high schooler, I have always been

able to form connections with people that have been long-lasting and meaningful to me.

KW: My favorite part about JMUN is bonding with other people and seeing what they think about global

issues and global political problems. They have really insightful opinions of their own and drafting

resolutions with them is especially my favorite part of MUN. 

SE: My favorite part of JMUN is the new people I meet.

What do you think about this year's theme?

ED: This year’s theme is an important one, as we’re living inside a never-before-seen time of crisis and the

extremely polarizing consequences of this pandemic can be felt by everyone. As simple and relevant this

year’s conference theme is, it is also crucial that we recognize that this problem is one of the most

important issues to be resolved in our time, which is what we hope to do at JMUN.

KW: This year’s theme for me makes a lot of sense because in my opinion with the pandemic, with the

circumstances of this year polarization has more room for growth more than ever now also with the social

movements such as BLM or the campaign to stop Asian Hate Crimes.

SE: I believe that this year‘s theme is pretty up-to-date and I believe that combating global polarization is

important, seeing as we’re in a global pandemic.

How has the conference been so far?

ED: JMUN has been progressing with several amazing resolutions and debates. Our Student Officer and

Executive team have been doing an amazing job, and I hope to see the same energy continued tomorrow.

KW: For the advisory panel, this day has been great, we finished our first rounds of lobbying and we started

debating clauses.

Special Thanks to Kerim, Selin and Ece for the interview.

-Begüm Bulgurluoğlu

SE: The main reason I started MUN is because of my interest in politics, and I wanted to learn more about i
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The Pandemic's Effects on Polarization
LAL ACAR

Our biggest defense against polarization is unity. Whether it be physical proximity or spiritual support, people

standing with each other is the biggest precaution against a national debate separating them. In the past year,

2020, while everyone has had their struggles, they’re also only watching out for themselves now. The pandemic

and, subsequently, quarantine had us faced with a situation and distance we’d never seen before. But how

much did these struggles with the existing difference in opinions affect society in terms of polarization?  

First and foremost, the COVID-19 outbreak that shook the world to its core. In the modern age, where everyone

is already true to their beliefs and opinions to the point of extremism, the pandemic served well to increase the

gap between pre-existing groups divided by political views and economic class. While you’d think a global

pandemic where everyone is in the same situation may bring them together, it also heightens their survival

instincts and paranoia. For example, in Chile, the effect was the former. In ‘Polarization and the Pandemic’ by

Carothers published on the “Carnegie Endowment for International Peace” it states that, “One case where the

coronavirus has interrupted polarization and eased divisions at the political level is Chile, even though societal

tensions there have persisted. … Yet the coronavirus outbreak, Andreas Feldmann writes, has ‘unexpectedly

brought a respite to a restless society’ by easing the pressure of constant protests and providing the

government with a valuable opportunity to regain public trust.” In this instance, the government utilized the

crisis to regain their public image and calm the community down. India is a similar example.

On the other hand,most other countries didn’t respond well to the pandemic, which caused the opposite effect

to Chile and India. Some examples of this case includes; Brazil, Indonesia, Poland, Sri Lanka, Turkey, and the

United States. One of the biggest reasons for this is that both the government and the media wrap their

narrative around the pandemic to villainize innocent people. Whether it be one person or a hundred thousand,

if they’re on the opposite side, they’ll be used as scapegoats. Another reason that some governments made it

seem like their rival was ignorant in the face of the pandemic. By ignoring their decisions, warnings and

precautions, they made it seem like they had no authority and that the actions taken were wrong. Of course,

these two are only two fish in a wide ocean.

As a consequence of the rift widening and polarization growing, society may never return to what it was before

2020. While the dynamics were already swimming in dangerous waters and the tension was high, the global

crisis has made it so that people may not go back to their “accepting” ways. Many researchers fear that the

pandemic may have set the new bottom line for polarization. This is another reason why it’s so important to

uphold our tradition and duty to make sure of the continuity of Hisar JMUN’2021. Doing our best against the

odds is what keeps us afloat, and it might just be the first step to end polarization.
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Income Polarization and Covid-19
EGE ÇAN

With the beginning of 2020, the widespread of Covid-19 caused a rapid increase in income polarization. The

pandemic, which originated from China, not only spread locally, but spread globally, resulting in a lockdown.

Millions of people were affected by the pandemic, the work force order changed drastically and thousands of

people in various parts of the world lost their jobs. The pandemic affected rural areas more than urban areas,

which resulted in an unequal distribution in income, also called income polarization.

Covid-19 affected every individuals’ daily routine, changing their day to day life. However, in general behavior,

the virus affected the poor worse than the rich. It is a fact that the wealthy had more privileges, advantages

and possibilities throughout this last year. A recent survey made by 37 countries indicate that 3 in 4

households suffered declining income since the start of the pandemic. The gap between the rich and the poor

highly increased. Wealthy people were more likely to continue working at home, since their access to

technology made it easier for them to connect to their jobs. Throughout the pandemic, many workers' salaries

got cut and some even lost their jobs permanently, resulting in an increase in poverty and families struggling

to put food on their table. Income polarization globally increased after the pandemic because of the lockdown

enforced by the governments and the state of emergency nations applied. The WEF’s (World Economic

Forum) annual global risk report, culled from 700 experts, stated that rising income and wealth disparity were

ranked first and third among the underlying trends that will determine the shape of the world in the next

decade. Although the income inequality crisis began much earlier than the pandemic, it has never been this

common. 

Since most nations restricted their laws and inflicted lockdowns, restaurants, shopping malls, movie theaters

shut down, affecting both the owners and the workers. Movie theaters have only opened temporarily in

several countries including Russia, China, and Norway. Other countries only opened the theatres for a short

period of time, resulting in an inflation for companies. Meanwhile, most restaurants all around the world were

able to work only through package service, while only a scarce amount of restaurants could have in house

customers. Many workers faced wage cuts by their employers due to the crisis and this affected their living,

which was already under a huge burden to Covid-19 disease. Margareta Drzeniek-Hanouz, head of global

competitiveness and risks at the WEF (World Economic Forum) states that urgent actions are needed to

overcome the crisis. The world deeply changed after the lockdown, with income being unequally distributed

and working circumstances changing by new laws. Today, the crisis still continues and millions of people are

still continuing to struggle. 

This year's Hisar JMUN theme confronts the effects of Covid-19 to income polarization. To confront income

inequality, members of communities should focus on knowing why the pandemic caused this problem and

how to prevent this from persisting. Governments must regulate the laws thinking of a long term approach

that will affect all parts of society. 
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